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Dos and don’ts of getting press 
 

DO get specific. Journalists like quoting specialists. A counsellor whose website is about 
the topic of handling anger will get more press enquiries than someone who bills 
themselves as a generic counsellor. 
 
DO respond fast to press enquiries. Journalists usually have short deadlines and are 
likely to take the first responses. 
 
DO be clear, concise and quotable in your responses. And always keep in mind the sort 
of reader that reads that publication! Make life easy for the journalist. 
 
DO follow the #journorequest and #journorequests tag on Twitter. This is used by 
journalists looking for people to feature, and experts for stories. Follow it and respond. 
 
DO use websites like Source Bottle or HARO (used by journalists looking for people to 
feature or experts for stories) . Then, do respond to the emails as soon as they hit your 
inbox – the fastest responses have the best chance. 
 
DO target the right people (ie: specific journalists) if you are going to contact them 
directly. Every time you find an article you’d have liked to be quoted in, take the name of 
the journalist and start a list. If they wrote one article on the topic, odds are they will write 
another. You can often find that journalist on Twitter and form a connection. 
 
DO get personal. For example, if you have just started doing Etsy.com over 50, look for 
the over 50 angle. If you have overcome something related to your area then you can be 
a case study and move into being an expert from there. Think outside the box. 
 
DON’T do what every other beginner does (ie: send press release after press release to 
generic email addresses, and then give up when it ‘doesn’t work’). 

DO send a short, clear email with everything they need to read in one or two 
paragraphs. Value their time if you want them to value you. 
 
DON’T disregard trade publications (eg: specialist mags for a particular industry) – you’ll 
have an easier time getting quoted as a stress expert in an accountancy magazine than 
in Psychology Today. You never know who will pick up a magazine that is lying about… 
and you never know if the journo writing that piece for the small magazine is a freelancer 
who also writes for your dream publication. 


